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LOMA® Group, is a best 
business practice 

technology-driven global 
group specialized in high 

tech custom forged concave 
wheels and carbon fiber 

body kits since 2008.



Since its establishment in 2008 as a German manufacturer in 
Stuttgart, relocating to the south of Spain and Italy. Opening 
in Taiwan and the United States whereas the United Kingdom 
quickly followed, we finalized in our headquarters and design 
department in Monte Carlo, Monaco. Nevertheless, you will 
find our designated managers near you by visiting our contact 
page.

LOMA® has ceaselessly transformed itself to become a unique 
company that combines four business domains, automotive 
engineering, superlight 6065-T6 Aluminum forged concave 
wheels, dedicated OEM production for several vehicle brands, 
design and prototyping. 

Aerodynamic refinements from carbon fibers & composites 
materials from Teijin Tenax® Prepreg are part of the heritage 
at LOMA®. We will surprise you in our involvement in GT 
motorsport since the beginning in 2008, these proud 
moments are seen on the special 24H center caps. An 
unforgotten challenge.

Its main fields of operation are high-performance superlight 
6065-T6 Aluminum forged concave wheels, carbon fibers & 
composites aerodynamic refinements, remapping software 
solutions within a unique automotive segment.

Like always and yet like never before.

6065-T6 FORGED SUPERLIGHT







EXPLORE THE LOMA COLLECTION OF 
PRESTIGIOUS, HIGH-PERFORMANCE FORGED 
LUXURY CONCAVE WHEELS. OUR 
WHEELS ARE NOT FOR EVERYONE.
LOMA WHEELS ARE FOR YOU.

LOMA® offers a wide assortment of Classic and 
Performance wheel models to suit any vehicle. 
Discover the broad selection of LOMA® wheels to find 
a perfect combination of style and functionality.



PERFORMANCE

The LOMA TRACK SPEC custom forged luxury 
concave wheels configuration. Our flagship line, 
the track spec series consists of a 1-Piece 
Monoblock construction, created using our deep 
concave profile forgings with a modified barrel 
designed to allow what we call a “contoured 
Superlight spoke” extension. This feature allows us 
to engineer each set with spokes specifically 
following the exact contour of the step lip surface 
resulting in a bigger look unlike any other wheel 
and performance to match. In short, your custom 
staggered rims will always look 1-Inch bigger than 
they are. Full warranty for track use which is 
unheard in the wheels industry but at LOMA 
Wheels, set as standard. LOMA staggered alloy 
rims are made out of T6065 forged aluminum. 
Why? Because only the best is good enough.



ELEGANCE

The custom staggered wheels LUXURY SERIES is our 
most engineered and strength tested wheel line to date. 
This new Series is raising the industry standard in almost 
every category imaginable: from aesthetic wheel design 
& strength testing, right down to the wheel packaging. It 
is made for luxury cars and SUV’s to handle the heavy 
car weight while looking sportive and elegant. Every 
traditional step involved in creating this custom 
staggered rims line was rewritten in order to advance 
what is currently considered premium in the high-end 
exotic and luxury car world. LOMA staggered alloy rims 
are made out of T6065 forged aluminum. 
Why? Because only the best is good enough.





HEADQUARTER | SALES
LOMA North America Inc.
1110 SW 28th Street
33914 Cape Coral, FL - USA
M: office@lomawheels.com

DESIGN
LOMA GROUP MONACO Sarl
Le Park Palace 25, Avenue de la Costa
Monte Carlo, 98000 Monaco
M: office.lomawheels@monaco.mc

www.lomawheels.com

https://www.lomawheels.com/

